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About This Game

Camp Sunshine is a 16-bit blood-soaked Horror RPG that pits you as Jez, who is dropped off at Summer Camp. He awakes in
the middle of the night to discover blood everywhere, a rampaging killer on the loose dressed in a mascot costume and himself

involved in a deadly game of cat and mouse! It's up to you to piece together the puzzle, and relive the past of the Summer Camp
Slasher in order to put a stop to this night of terror.

Features

Discover and explore an entire Summer Camp.
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Beautiful hand-drawn 16-bit graphics.

A deadly game of Cat & Mouse where the killer can be anywhere.

A fantastic story-driven narrative.

Unique lighting mechanics that really set the atmosphere.

Don't run out of batteries for your torch.

Find the diary pages to discover the history of Isaac Illerman.

Avoid the Serial Slasher, two hits and it's game over.

Lots of scares, spooky scenes and nods to famous franchises.

Devious puzzles to tax your brain box.
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Title: Camp Sunshine
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fossil Games
Publisher:
Fossil Games
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016
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olen pieni nalle vain. Great roguelike game!. MESX2 is not a bad game, but its just another Milestone title which is slightly
updated with many problems copied from previous title.

Pros:
-Beautiful, improved graphics and animations
-fantastic compound
-nice sounds
-lots of customisation options
-FINALLY they added 3d marshals with flags!

Cons:
-stupid AI pushing you off track, following predefined way
-stupid respawns which on many tracks are broken because you are being teleported before 3 seconds pass
-how many years we have to wait for custom Field of View?
-how many times we must ask to add compound to multiplayer?
-how long we have to wait for more multiplayer options?
-no possibility to ride freely on the track
-physics are a step back in comparison to MX GP Pro. Here it is very forgiving with no possibility to loose front tire grip
-ugly user interface
-I can change the direction when bike is flying (really!)

In general the game can be nice to play if you catch the flow of the tracks. Unfortunately stupid AI bikes that push you off
narrow tracks and broken respawns just make you agry and frustrated so many time that you want to throw away this game.. Fun
Game. Simple but not shallow. Like others have said, good smash up of FTL and X-Com.. It may bear a resemblance to Team
Fortress 2 at first glance, but it's really not all that similar. It is class based and has a similar art style, but that's about it. Monday
Night Combat is really a hybrid between a third-person shooter and a tower defense game, and the mix works very well. It has
an exaggerated TV sports presentation that is equal parts cool and hilarious, and leaves me fondly comparing it to Smash TV.
Most importantly, it's a lot of fun.. The music is the only cool thing about the game. An OCD impulse is what drove me to buy it
when I was bored, and I think it was a waste of the money, to be honest.... Best 400mb game on steam. Awaiting full version!.
YOU CAN CHANGE ARROW TYPE BY USING THE '1', '2' and '3' keys! (and not the ones exclusively at the num pad)

Hello!
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I decided to write this review to tell that you do not need to click on the knight to change arrow type. Yes, that's a way, but not
the only one. I've seen this on 2 reviews just by doing a quick roll. So I'd like to defend this point because it would be some
terrible design decision indeed. But I'm not criticizing the reviews too. Maybe controls were updated, I don't know!!! :D

So, about the game in general, yeah, there are some bugs, physics are sometimes strange and the song can be annoying, but the
concept is good and the levels are not easy. Unfortunately, I wish I could hit the up and down votes simultaneously.
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Very well made indie-horror game. Lots of fun puzzles and the atmosphere is great. There is no hand-holding when you are
thrust into this situation where you must figure out what to do yourself (won't spoil anything). The monster is scary, fast, and
unrelenting which puts you in a lot of high-tense chase sequences. The art style reminds me of Alien: Isolation while the
gameplay reminds me of Amnesia/Penumbra. This is an awesome game (especially at $10, I consider that a steal) that will
probably take you 4-6 hours to beat. I thoroughly enjoyed both of my playthroughs and recommend it to anyone who enjoys a
horror games!. Sorry guys the music on the levels for this game is TERRIBLE!

If you improved the music then I could give it a 8\/10 but for now maybe 5.5\/10 MAX.. I recommend this game for those who
enjoyed The Witness or Myst-style games. Puzzles are very well designed. The only negative side is that it is a bit too short (I
beated it in 7 hours), but still worth playing. Fun game! Has a cute story to it.. So... You wake up in a very strange place. You
have a few days, but can only guess what you need to do to survive. And you are completely alone.

These places look like dreams and the music makes everything quite surreal.

Do you want to try something new? Do you want to see the day-dreams? Do you want to rest your mind? Do you want to feel
total loneliness?

Just play it.
____

\u0427\u0435\u0440\u0442, \u043e\u043d\u0430 \u043e\u0447 \u043a\u0440\u0443\u0442\u0430\u044f :). i had this game
for 7 minutes and i already hated it. If you're looking for a nice firefighter simulator, move along! The game has some qualities,
but it was poorly made. Fires don't always go out, and if you post on the forums, their idiotic moderator does a terrible job and
blames your machie. The developers for this game did what alldevs do anymore - "finish" a game, ship it, and move on. There's
been no updates, nothing. In order to play free mode, you must complete the story, which is impossible when you encounter the
fires not getting put out multiple times.. I truly did not like this game. It is very repetitive since it only has 2 gamemodes. I do
not know what more I was expecting, but after 10 minutes this game has nothing to offer. There is nothing to keep your
attention or will to play (no rewards or anything). All you can get (which is only mildly rewarding) is a high score. Though for
the 1 dollar price tag I would suggest trying the game out yourself, and see how you like the game. I personaly would recommed
this game just becuase of the low price tag and the 10- 120 minutes of fun.
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